DISC COVERING THE WORLD
1981 MAIL ORDER CATALOG *VOL. 3, NO. 7
Greetings Fellow Flyers!
This edition of the D.C.W. Mail Order
Catalog features a wide selection of excellent
throwing stock and a fine smattering of
delectable collectables.
Throughout the catalog you will meet Mr.
Neil Delay (seated at left), his frizzin' friend
Spin Senter, and faithful canine companion,
Rim Tip Tip. All DIXONDESIGNS are
reprinted with permission of the artist. Thanks
Mark!
"Thank you" to all our customers and a big
"Welcome" to newcoming enthusiasts. Disc
sports are growing up (and up, and up)! Enjoy!

/

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FRISBEE DISCS
121.2 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP DISCS

1980 '.YORLD CHAMPIONSHIP DISCS

Three color hotstamp on white
discs. Classic WFC design.

Three color hotstamp on white
discs. Nicest WFC design yet,

'79 WFC-165g •.......•... $6.00
'79 WFC-14lg ... , ......• . $5. 2.5
'79 WFC-119g ............ $4.25

'80 WFC-165g., ,, ... , ,, .. $6.00
'80 WFC-lJJg ............ $5.2.5
'80 WFC-119g ......•..... $4.25

'79 WFC-Set of three ... $15.00

'80 WFC-Set of three ... $15.00

PROTOTYPE KEEPSAKE FRISBEE DISCS
A brand new Frisbee disc with prototype designs and packaging from Wham-0, These new
discs (25gm., 12 em, diameter) are larger than regular minis, but still fit in your
pocket and can really fly! This disc starts to fill the gap between the mini and
the popular "G" series. Packaging includes a small "mailing box" for sending the
disc as a unique gift. These prototypes a.re being made available by disc design and
in a very limited number of complete sets.
Orders for individual disc designs will
be filled with white or yellow discs as
available from stock,
KS-BUTTERFLY {J color h.s.) ,,,,,.$J,OO
KS-THOUGHTS FLYING (1 color h.s.) $J.OO
KS-UNICORN (J color h.s.) ..•.•..• $J,OO
KS-I LOVE YOU (2 color h,s.) •..•. $J,OO
A few complete eleven disc sets (including Unicorn and Butterfly on blue and
orange discs) are now availablea
KS-COMPLETE SET (11 discs) ,, ,, .. $40,00

Wham-0 is already in the process of changing the name, the packaging and the disc
designs for general market release later in 1981. Orders received for individual
discs after prototype stock expires will be filled with current model designs,
Orders for prototype sets received after limited set quantity expires will be
refunded. Order early. This is only the beginning!

.t:!M. ORANGE 80 MOLD

DISC COVERING THE WORLD
MANDALA 16Sg. PRYsB'EEdiscs
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Popular multi-color design
progressing from large, clear
center to dark outer ring, Now
available in two metallic colors,

(~~

DCW165(B) (Blue progression),.$6.50
DCW165(R) (Red progression) ••• $6.50

e.

Durable discs from the original
Wham-0 80 mold. Ma.ny claim this
is the best playing 165g. disc
ever made. IFA hotstamp in gold.
Limited supply,
IFA80

•• , ••••• , , ••••••••••• $6. 50

•

FLYING DISC LEAGUE OF WOMEN
CUSTOM 165g.Fifi'SBEEdisc J.Jt(~

ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION
CUSTOM ~. FRISBEE disc

Monika Lou's award winning
FLOW design in black hotstamp
on white discs, Support your
local FLOW!

All fifty states hotstamped in black
and silver on clear SOC mold discs,
A great disc for the ultimate team
sport.

FLOW165 •. , , , , , , ••• , , •••• $7. 00

UPA165 , .•• , . , • , , , . , • , , . , ••••• $6,00

HIGH DURABILITY FRISBEE DISCS

~®

Current generation high durability
discs from popular Wham-0 molds.
Lid size for •big disc• sports,
Superpro size for everything you
and the wind desire!
HDX165 (Lid size) •••••••••• $6.00
HDX61 (Superpro size) •••••• $5,00
Also available•
Limited edition for European export
HDX80C (Silver h,s, on green) $14,00

MIDNIGHT FLYERS

(~Golf

Discs)

Popular for tournament and
recreational play. Widely used
for golf and distance.
ITEM#

MOLD

SIZE

PRICE a

DGA22
DGA40
DGA41
DGA50
DGA80
DGAlOO

22
4o
41

PRO
119g.
119g.
14lg.
165g.
l3Jg,

ts.oo
5.50

50

80
100

r.so
6.50

7.00
6,00

DISC COVERING THE WORLD CUST~M LOGO FRISBEE ~
Famous DCW logo-Qn clear FB- fastback and wh~te 119g.
DCWFB6 (Metallic blue and silver hotstamp) ••••••• $3.50
DCW119 (Dark and light blue hotstamp) •••••••••••• $5,00
CusTOM PRINTED DISCRAFT ~ STYLER5
One of the most popular freestyle discs, F~y the sky!
SKY STYLER (Custom stamped, Beautiful!) •••••••••• $4.50
HIGH DURABILITY FLOATER QQl
AnOther of the most popular freestyle discs. Classic,
FLOATER ("HDF" custom hotstamp) •••••••••••••••••• $4.50
PLAYERS ASSOCIATION PROFESSIONAL FRISBEE DISC
Sure kid, why to you think they call it "Guts?"
GPA PRO (Red 15 mold cupola model) ••••••••••••••• $),00
~

PYRA-DISC

"The shape of magic!"
of plastic pyramid power. Great learnin~ disc.
PYRA-DISC (assorted Day-Glo colors) •••••••••••••• ,4.00

~grams

LEJ.....

ALL STAR

Highly respected disc for sauna and jacuzzi level ~lay,
CPI ALL-STAR (Red, orange or white disc) ••••••••• $2.50
CPI ALL-STAR, CLEAR (Very limited edition) •••••.• $5.50

UNITED STATES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE FRISBEE DISC
Olympics, sholympics. It's a great 100 mold,
OLYMPIC (128g, 2 color h,s. on white) •.• ,, ••••• $4.75

_.......

~ ...... ·.;

'-

..

~

ARIEL SKY SURFER
An unbreakable disc from England. Ideal for winter play,
SKY SURFER-R (Red disc, label as shown) ••••••••• $4,00
SKY SURFER-Y (Yellow disc, large butterfly label)$4,00
GREEK PLYING DISC ASSOCIATION SKY PRO
Hellenic design with Islands and olive branch,
GFDA SKYPRO (Black h.s, on white disc) •••••••••• $4,00

1m VANCOUVER SERIES DISC

Famous Groucho cartoon on 14lg, disc (51 mold)
GROUCHO (Black h,s, on clear) ...................... $7,00

~3l

SANTA CRUZ GOOD TIMES DISC
First player produced competitive disc.
GOOD TIMES (asso!:'ted selections) , . , , ,., . , . , , , , •....• $3. 00

II

BLANK DISCS! BLANK DISCS! BLANK DISCS! BLANK DISCS!
Hard to f~nd, unhotstamped, factory specie~ - . 81 MOLD, CLEAR (Unpigmented, Very limited,) , ,, .•.. $12,00
•• •.
l•
~.'-.".·=~-:~·· . ·. ·:. ·'. :·..·
81 MOLD, SILVER (Metallic pigment, Very limited,) $10,00
100 MOLD, MOONLIGHTER (Oh! So rare,) ,,, ,, ,, ,, •••• ,$10,00
DIXONDESIGNS reprinted with permission of the artist, WHIRLEY PRO-THROW (165g, Assorted colors) ,,,, •••••. $).50

...
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FLAPJACK illQ§.

Great slick at a
great price. In
large 13 oz.
cans.

Flip-flop Flapjacks.
The only disc for
Flapjack Guts.
In two sizes.
FLAPJACK $2.50
MINIFLAP $1. 50
PRESERVODISC
PROPHYLACTIC

SLICK •••• $3. 50
HACKYSACK
FOOTBAG

Jusr FOR
KICKS

*

SNAP SILICONE SPRAY

A great newcomer to the
frisbee scene.
Ideal for developing reflexes, agility
and concentration.

The first flying
disc prophylactic
and largest disc
label ever. 24 em.
diameter. No picture
could do this justice,
A genuine work of art.

HACKYSACK ••.••• $5.50

PRESERVODISC •••••• $3.00
~SPECIAL

GIANTS

0

(All in limited supply.)

YANKEE DOODLE GIANT PR£MIUM
Early premium ~of historic proportions.
GIANT-YD (Three color label on red) ••••••••• $6.00
CLEAR GIANT - CURRENT MOLD
Rare, unpigmented edition, Only 25 available,
G!ANT-CLEAR ••••••••••••• , , , ••••••••••••••••• $6. 00
SINGLE CROWN GIANTS
A manufacturers mistake! No topside lettering.
GIANT-SC (assorted colors) •••.•.•••••••••••• $6.00

SCANDINAVIAN

FRISBEE

ROPEAN CLASS FRISBEE DISC SET (Wham-0 USA and DK)
rly 1n 1980, Wham-a USA shipped a small quantity of
blank Frisbee discs to Denmark, Hotstamped in the
Danish factory, these discs are a rare blend of USA
molding and Scandinavian designs. This set features
the EDGA logo on three discs with different hotstamp
color combinations. Only 40 sets a.re available.
(165g-original 80 mold1 Red and gold h.s. on white)
(14lg-50 moldJ Gold and silver h.s. on white)
(119g-42 mold1 Green and gold h,s. on white)
EUROPEAN CLASS SET (3 discs) ••••••••••••••••• $)0,00
SUPERPRO FRISBEE DISC (Wham-0 DK)
D1sc injected froro-llnderside. Classic design.
SC-SP (Gold h.s. on orange, Large ~agle label.) $6.00
PROFESSIONAL FRISBEE DISC (Wham-0 DK)
Under license from Wham-0. Standard of the industry.
SC-PRO (Black or gold h.s. on red w/label) ••••• $5.00
BENGANS FLYING ELEPHANT
From his-record shop in
out to Cover the World.
BENGANS-FB (Red h.s. on

FASTBACK (Wham-0 DK)
Goteborg, Sweden, Bengan flies
Nice guy, nice place, nice disc.
black) •••••• , ••••••••• •$5. 00

!21§ SWEDISH CHAMPIONSHIP FASTBACK

(Wham-0 DK)
Photo image of Jens' "inflip". Stockholm- 1978.
1978 SWE-FB (Blue and gold h.s. on white) •••• $10.00

!212 SWEDISH CHAMPIONSHIP FASTBACK

(Wham-0 DK)
Photo image of Erwin's catch. Goteborg - 1979.
Matches disc above for outstanding two disc set.
1979 SWE-FB (Black and gold h.s. on white) ••• $10.00

SKANE III TOURNAMENT FASTBACK (Wham-0 DK)
From Helsingborg, cradle of Hjarts jo a.nd CINYAHY.
SKANE-PB (Silver h,s, on white) •••••••.•••••• $8.00
SCANDINAVIAN CUSTOM FASTBACKS (Wham-0 DK)
Five different designs still available in limited
quantities. Order by "SC-FB" and design namea "Frisbee
Freaks", "Christmas Disc", "Boras Club", "Flamingos
Tour", and "10 till 10". $6.00 each. Three for $15.00
~CLOTH

PATCH (Red on white) • ,, .•.•..•.•... $3.50

ROTAMITEa Rotary Dynamite!
Attach this precision product to any disc for
revolutionary slingshot action. Great potential for
distance and invisible wire freestyle, Made in Sweden,
ROTAMITE (Complete with instructions.) •.•.•••..• $4.50

ENGLISH FRISBEE DISCS
SUPERPRO FRISBEE DISC (Wham-0 UK)
Disc injected from topside, Classic design.
UK-SP (Gold h.s. on orange disc) ••••••••••• $6,00
~-AMERICAN

FRISBEE DISC (Wham-0 UK)
Last of the European raised letter All-Americans.
UK-AA (Blue, red h.s. on white, with label) $5.00

PROFESSIONAL FRISBEE DI~C (Wham-0 UK)
Last of the European ra1sed letter Professionals,
UK-PRO (Black h.s. on red with label) •••••• $5.00
KINGDOM FRI~BEE ASSOCIATION FASTBACK
Les Bryant's organ zational dream, •In Flight,•
UKFA-FB (Black h. s. on white) ............. •$5. 00

~

COPPERTONE UK TOURNAMENT PB-6 (Wham-0 USA and UK)
American Coppertone FB-6 discs sent to the UK,
Double stam~ed overseas for the 1979 UK Tournamentt
UK-19?9-FB- (Gold,yellow h,s, on brown) ••• $8.00
ASSOCIATION FRANCAIS ~ FRISBEE FASTBACK (Wham-0 UK)
Disque critique pour les collectionaires fanatique!
AFF-PB (Gold h,s. on white) ............ .... $5.00
COFFEE TIME !!2.g. PREMIUM DISC (WhB.lll-0 UK)
Nicest rrK premium to date! Neat design on UK 119g.
UKCOF-119 (Blue,green red h,s, on white) ••• $7.00
AlsoaUKCOF-119(reject) (Blue h.s. only) •••• $4,00
EEMO FASTBACK (Wham-0 UK)
A premium for flying down the English motorways.
EEMO-FB (Large 3 color label on white) ••••• $4.00
DU'fCH MOONLIGHTER FA$TBACK (Wham-0 UK)
Thls moonie disc is a very fastback, Unique profile!
DUTCH-PB (Gold h.s. on moonlighter) ••••••.• $8,00

ORIENTAL
DISCS

ORIENTAL FLYING
DISC SETS _ __
From the people
who brought you
wok fried vegetables and tofu,
we have received
a selection of
exotic, oriental
discs, The
variety is too
great to picture
here, So for the
adventurous,
here is an opportunity to give your
collection that special Eastern flavor.
Several manufacturers are represented
in each of the disc sets offered below,
Sets are chosen to show a range of
shapes, colors and sizes.
ORIENTAL SET (J discs) , ..•.••••• $12,00
ORIENTAL SET (6 discs) •.•••••••• $20,00
ORIENTAL SET (10 discs) ••••••••• $)0,00

@

-~

SUPERPRO FRISBEE DISC ~
Two disc set, blue and
orange, each with gold h,s.
and large eagle label,
AUS-sP (2 discs) •••••• $12.00
PROFESSIONAL FRISBEE DISC ~
Set of three cupola model discs
in red, green and white, Each
with gold h,s, and label,
AUS-PRO (3 discs) ••••. $14,00

m

CLASS 14lg. FRISBEE !2I§Q
Best mold yet from under the
equator. Gold h.s. on light
blue discs, Nice item!
AUS-141 ••• , ••••••••••• •$6.50

MOONLIGHTER FRISBEE DISC
Favorite of catching Kangaroos,
Cupola model disc with gold
hotstamp and Wham-0 label,
AUS-MOON (It glows!) ••• $6.00

c.

ITALIAN PLASTIC FLATBALLS
CALIFORNIA ~ PROFESSIONALS
AND SUPER PROFESSIONALS
Really fasc1nat1ng d1scs from
Valentino DeCharia who was in
California in (you got it)
1972. Available in two sizes,
CAL72-SP (ass't colors) •• ~7.00
CAL72-PRO (ass't colors). 6,00
CAL72-MOON (It glows!) •• 8,00

GIORDANI "DISKY" FLYERS
Large, unusual discs with
flight rings and lots of topside
engraving, Italian lettering
claims the disc is "Unbreakable, Competition, SuperCalibrated and Unsinkable!"
Wow, an international oddball.
DISKY (Orange w/label) •• $7.00

~IVE~AL

PREEZLY PLYING ~ LINE
Direct from Dr. Ruocco-In
Firenze. Freezly discs are
like politics, and worth the
investment, Support the Flying
Disc Liberation Movement. We
have nothing to lose but our
slick! Comes with important
message from FDLM Headquarters.
SUPERSTAR (Gold h,s, on black
disc with cryptic bag) ••• $4,00
PREEZLY ~ (4 discs) •• $10,00

SATURN SETS ( B B A )
ack y popular demand ttt'took
us 8 months to find the Italian
supplier!) this two disc set
takes the prize for graphic
knock-off of a Wham-0 design,
165g and 119g size discs (with
different two color hotstamps)
come plastic wrapped,
SATURN SET (2 discs) •••• $10,00

MINIMARKET

A LITTLE CODE•

h.s.

= hotstamp

DCW YIN YANG MINI SET (Wham-0 USA)
Four~scs each wi~different 2 color hotstamp.
MOl (One mini disc) .............•..••...•.••. $1.00
MOl (Set of four discs) ..........•...• , ... •.. $J.SO
FLYING TIGER (Wham-0 USA)
From the wilds of Connecticut, this cat really flies!
M02 (Black h.s. on white) .................... $2.00
LANCASTER ROSE (Wham-0 USA)
Joe "E" seY'Si'""""This mini's gonna grow on you!"
M03 (Red and green h,s, on white) •••.••••...• $2.00
CARNEGIE-MELLON GRIFFIN DISC (Wham-0 USA)
Beautiful combination of myth and plastic,
M04 (Black and gold h.s. on white) ........... $2,50
GOLD GRIFFIN CALLING CARD (Wham-0 USA)
Custom des1gned for the mythical, mystical ABCummis.
M05 (Black and gold h.s. on white) ......••... $2.50
HUNTINGTON BEACH HIGHER FLYERS (Wham-0 USA)
Giron's gem from Southern Cal1fornie.
M06 (Blue and orange h,s, on white) ..••..•.•. $2.00
WFC ~ CO\'V1.\1E!I10RATIVE MINIS (Wham-0 USA, of course)
Swirling your way from San Gabriel, Rosy,
M07B (Blue hotstamp on white) •••••.•••••••••• $2,00
M07R (Red hotstamp on white) ••••••••.•••••••• $2.00
MILLER-ROSS CALLING CARD (Wham-0 USA)
Custom Virginia flow-rn-outstanding graphic form,
M08 (Black h,s, on white) •. , , • , •••• , ••• , •••• ,$2,00
HAVE CAMERA WILL TRAVEL (Wham-0 USA)
GrowlrngwTth distlnction,
M09 (Blue lion h,s. on white) ................ $2,00
ODDITIES• An Olde English Curio Shoppe (Wham-0 UK)
Unquest1onably classic. One of the season's hottest,
MlO (Black h,s, on moonlighter) •...•.•••••••••• $4,00
ENGEL/EMERSON CALLING CARD (Wham-0 UK)
From the best international tour, Keep 'em spinning!
Mll (Gold h,s, on moonlighter) •••.•••••••••.••• $3.50
MILTON KEYNES BOWL AIR DAY (Whem-0 UK)
Quite possibly the best'""iiiini design of the year,
Ml2 (Blue end silver h.s. on white) ••..•.••.••• $4.00
MULTICOLOR FESTIVAL BUTTERFLY (Wham-0 UK)
"Fifth Festival of Mind, Body, Spirit" label.
Ml3 (on Moonlighter) ••• , ••••••••••••• , .••••••• $3.50
Ml4 (on De-Glow yellow) •••••••.••••.•••••••••• $3.25
DIFFERENT SPOKES (Wham-0 UK)
Mike's roll1ng 'em up (bicycles) in Connecticut.
Ml5 (Red and black h,s, on moonlighter) ••.•.•• $3.75
ANDREA CUMMIS CALLING CARD (Wham-0 USA)
Mid-Atlantic Regional Ultimate Coordinator.
rt.l6 (Green h.s. on white) ..................... $2,00
RON KAUFMAN CALLING CARD (Wham-0 USA)
Internat1onal Representative. Who? Where? How!?
Ml7 (Black and Gold on white) , ................ $2.50
RON KAUFMAN CALLING CARD (Wham-0 USA)
Disc Covering the World, New, improved Wham-0 design.
Ml8 (Blue metallic on white) •••••••••••••.•••• $1.50
TOM MONROE CALLING CARD (Wham-0 USA)
World Record TR&C - 90 YARDS! Go for it Tom!
Ml9 (Green h,s. on white) •. , •••••••••.•••••••• $2.00
DANISH .5. MINI BLANK SET (Wham-0 Denmark)
Red, yellow, blue, black and white blank minis from
the best Danish mold. Only 200 sets were made, and
fewer are left in stock. First orders in •.•••••...
M20 (Blue,black,red, yellow, white discs) ••••• $10.00
MICRO SPORT DISC (Discraft Canada)
World's-smillest flying disc, and stable! Fits in
passport case or wallet for handy access,
M21 (Red, blue or white discs) ............... $1.00
M21 (Ten micros, assorted colors) ••••••••••••• $8.00

HOW TO ORDER

SHIPPING CHARGES

1) Using a DISC COVERING THE WORLD order form, or on a separate
sheet of paper, clearly write your name and address. Be sure to include
your zip code and apartment number.
2) Carefully list each item code or disc description, price per item, number
of each item desired, and total cost. Subtract discount when applicable.
CA residents add 6 o/o sales tax. Add shipping and handling charges (see
chart provided). Double check your calculations.
3) Make check or money order payable to DISC COVERING TilE WORLD
for the total amount of your order, including shipping and handling
charges. (International orders please use Bank Cheques or Postal Money
Orders).
4) Enclose order sheet with check or money order in envelope and mail to:

CONTINENTAL USA: Add $2.50 to orders under $50.00. Orders over this
amount are shipped free.
CANADA, ALASKA, HAWAII, APO and FPO: Add $5.00 to orders
under $50.00. Add $2.50 to orders over this
amount.
FOREIGN ORDERS: For all orders- SEA MAIL DELIVERY: add 10%
AIR MAIL DELIVERY: add 25 o/o
This shipping and handling charge is a deposit. You will receive a purchase
credit slip for any unused portion of the shipping and handling amount.
Thank you!

DISC COVERING THE WORLD
POST OFFICE BOX 125
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA
U.S.A. 95617
CATCH THIS! Please list your street address. UPS cannot deliver to P.O.
Boxes. If your address changes, please inform us. Allow 2-4 weeks for
delivery. (Most orders will be shipped within three working days.)
AND THIS! All merchandise from DISC COVERING THE WORLD is
covered by our Money Back Guarantee. If not completely satisfied with
every item, return goods within 10 days of purchase for a prompt and
courteous refund. If there are other items you would like to see made
available through DISC COVERING THE WORLD, please write. Fly well!

We are pleased to offer our customers dollar volume discounts on the
following scale:
Every order receives "freebie" disc sport materials and information.
Orders over $50.00 qualify for a 2 o/o discount.
Orders over $100.00 qualify for a 5 o/o discount.
Orders over $300.00 qualify for a lOo/o discount.
This discount schedule applies to all customer locations.

\II/~/

DISC COVERING THE WORLD
POST OFFICE BOX 125
DAVIS, CALIFORNIA
U.S.A. 95617.

VOLUME DISCOUNTS

BULK RATE

·.;~~
.

U. S. POST AGE

-> ~

PAID

~

DAVIS,CA
Permit No . 30

;-~~

PLEASE FORWARD IF NECESSARY.

